Signaling in enzymatic networks is typically triggered by environmental fluctuations, resulting in a series of stochastic chemical reactions, leading to corruption of the signal by noise. For example, information flow is initiated by binding of extracellular ligands to receptors, which is transmitted through a cascade involving kinase-phosphatase stochastic chemical reactions. For a class of such networks, we develop a general field-theoretic approach in order to calculate the error in signal transmission as a function of an appropriate control variable. Application of the theory to a simple push-pull network, a module in the kinase-phosphatase cascade, recovers the exact results for error in signal transmission previously obtained using umbral calculus (Phys. Rev. X., 4, 041017 (2014)). We illustrate the generality of the theory by studying the minimal errors in noise reduction in a reaction cascade with two connected push-pull modules. Such a cascade behaves as an effective three-species network with a pseudo intermediate. In this case, optimal information transfer, resulting in the smallest square of the error between the input and output, occurs with a time delay, which is given by the inverse of the decay rate of the pseudo intermediate. Surprisingly, in these examples the minimum error computed using simulations that take non-linearities and discrete nature of molecules into account coincides with the predictions of a linear theory. In contrast, there are substantial deviations between simulations and predictions of the linear theory in error in signal propagation in an enzymatic push-pull network for a certain range of parameters.
reduction in a reaction cascade with two connected push-pull modules. Such a cascade behaves as an effective three-species network with a pseudo intermediate. In this case, optimal information transfer, resulting in the smallest square of the error between the input and output, occurs with a time delay, which is given by the inverse of the decay rate of the pseudo intermediate. Surprisingly, in these examples the minimum error computed using simulations that take non-linearities and discrete nature of molecules into account coincides with the predictions of a linear theory. In contrast, there are substantial deviations between simulations and predictions of the linear theory in error in signal propagation in an enzymatic push-pull network for a certain range of parameters.
Inclusion of second order perturbative corrections shows that differences between simulations and theoretical predictions are minimized. Our study establishes that a field theoretic formulation of stochastic biological signaling offers a systematic way to understand error propagation in networks of arbitrary complexity.
to push-pull network and its variants including instances when the input is time-dependent.
The use of non-standard mathematics in the form of umbral calculus, perhaps, obscures the physics of optimal filtering in biological networks in which the effects of non-linearities in signal amplification have to be considered. Here, we develop an alternate general formalism based on a many body formulation of reaction diffusion equations introduced by Doi and Peliti [24, 25] . This formulation converts the signal optimization problem to a standard field theory, allowing us to calculate the response and correlation functions by standard methods. The advantage of this formalism is that both discrete and continuum cases can be studied easily. Non-linear contributions can be obtained using systematic diagrammatic perturbation scheme for an arbitrary network. Networks where temporal dynamics are coupled with spatial gradients in signaling activities, which regulate intracellular processes and signal propagation across the cell, can also be investigated using the present formalism.
Application of the theory to a push-pull network and a simplified biochemical network recovers the exact results obtained in our previous study. We also extend the formalism to solve signal transduction in a cascade, which serves as a model for a variety of biological networks. The formalism is general and is applicable to arbitrary networks with feedback, time delay and special variations [26] . Our work exploits standard methods in physics, illustrating the usefulness of a field theoretic formulation at the interface of communication theory and biology.
THEORY:
Linear Push-Pull Network: In order to develop the many body formalism for a general signaling network, we first consider a simple model. The concepts and the general diagrammatic expansion developed in this context, lays the foundation for applications to more complicated enzymatic networks as well as signaling cascades. In a typical signaling pathway, for example the mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) [27, 28] pathway, external and environmental fluctuations activate a cascade of enzymatic reactions, thus transmitting information across the membrane in a sequential manner. Each step involves activation of kinases by phosphorylation reaction and deactivation by phosphatases [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
A truncated version of such a cascade is a single step (Fig.1) , which we refer to as a pushpull network [18] . In this signaling network, there are only two chemical species. One is I(t) (the "input") and the other is O(t) (the "output") whose production depends on I(t).
The upstream pathway, which serves as an external signal, creates the species I by the reaction φ 
where η I and η O are Gaussian white noise with zero mean ( η α = 0) and correlation
(1) can be solved using a linear approximation for the rate function R(I(t)) ≈ R 0Ī + R 1 δI(t), with coefficients R 0 , R 1 >0. The result is
where in the second line an arbitrary scaling factor G has been introduced. The solution for δO(t) has the structure of a linear noise filter equation;s = t −∞ dt H(t − t )c(t ), with c(t) = s(t) + n(t). The signal s(t) = GδI(t) together with the noise term n(t) ≡ GR −1 1 η O (t) constitute the corrupted signal, c(t). The outputs(t) ≡ δO(t) is produced by convolving c(t) with a linear kernel H(t) ≡ R 1 G −1 exp(−γ O t), which filters the noise. As a consequence of causality, the filtered outputs at time t depends only on c(t ) from the past.
The primary goal in transmitting signal with high fidelity is to devise an optimal causal filter, H opt (t), which renderss(t) as close to s(t) as possible. In a remarkable development,
Weiner [19] and Kolmogorov [20] independently discovered a solution to this problem in the context of communication theory, which launched the modern era in signal decoding from time series. In particular, WK proposed a solution that minimizes the square of the differences betweens and s(t) by seeking an optimal filter H W K (t) among all possible linear filters. In the push-pull network, this means having δO(t) reproduce as accurately as possible the scaled input signal GδI(t). For a particular δI(t) and δO(t), the value of the mean squared error E = (s − s) 2 / s 2 is smallest when G = (δO) 2 / δOδI , which we identify as a gain factor. In this case,
The optimal causal filter H W K satisfies the following Wiener-Hopf equation [9, 18] ,
where C xy (t) ≡ x(t )y(t + t) is the correlation between points in the time series x and y, assumed to depend only on the time difference t − t . We can evaluate the correlation functions C cs and C cc using Eq. (2), and substituting these solutions in Eq. (3), the optimal filter function can be solved by assuming a generic ansatz,
. The unknown coefficients, A i , and the associated rate constants λ i are found by comparing the left and right hand sides of Eq. (3). Elsewhere [18] , we showed that
The conditions for achieving WK optimality, H(t) = H W K (t), are [18] ,
leading to the minimum relative error,
The fidelity between the output and input is described through a single dimensionless optimality control parameter, Λ, which can be written as
The first term, R 0 /γ I , is a burst factor, measuring the mean number of output molecules produced per input molecule during the active lifetime of the input molecule. The second term, (
is a sensitivity factor, reflecting the local response of the production function R(I) near I (controlled by the slope R 1 = R (Ī)) relative to the production rate per input molecule
In our recent work [18] , we extended the WK approach to include non-linearity and the discrete nature of the input and output molecules I and O [18] . Both these considerations are relevant in biological circuits where R(I) is non-linear and the copy numbers of I and O are likely to be small. Starting from the exact master equation, valid for discrete populations and arbitrary R(I), we rigorously solved the original optimization problem for the error E between output and input using the principles of umbral calculus [23] . The main results are as follows. For any arbitrary function expanded as,
 and σ n = <v n (I)R(I)>/(Ī n n!), the relative error can be expressed by an exact expression,
The expression above is bounded from below by
whereΛ =Īσ 2 1 /(σ 0 γ I ). The equality is only reached when γ O = γ I 1 +Λ and R(I) is an optimal linear filter of the form, R opt (I) = σ 0 + σ 1 (I −Ī), with all σ n = 0 for n ≥ 2.
Obtaining the lower bound is important for noise reduction in biological networks as it provides insights into energy costs required to reduce the error [10] .
Field theoretic formulation: In order to generalize the results in our previous study [18] to arbitrary regulatory networks, we adopt a many body approach pioneered by Doi and Peliti [24, 25] . Such an approach has been used in the study of a variety of reaction diffusion equations [34, 35] . Besides suggesting plausible new ways of examining how signals are transmitted in biochemical reaction networks, the current theory shows how standard field theoretic methods can be adopted for use in control theory. By way of demonstrating its utility, we rederive the exact analytical solution (Eq. (7)) for the relative error in the push-pull network. In the Doi-Peliti formalism, the configurations at time t in a locally interacting many body system are specified by the occupation numbers of each species on a lattice site i. In our case, I i is the input population and O i is the output population. As a consequences of the stochastic dynamics, the on-site occupation numbers are modified. Arbitrarily many particles of either population are allowed to occupy any lattice site. In other words, I i , O i = 0, 1, · · · ∞. The master equation for the local reaction scheme that governs the time evolution of the configurational probability with I i input and O i output at site i at time t is obtained through the balance of gain and loss terms. The result is,
We use the Fock space representation to account for the changes in the site occupation number by integer values for the chemical reactions describing the network. Following Doi and Peliti, we introduce the bosonic ladder operator algebra with commutation relation
By relabeling the indices in the first sum, we arrive at the desired Hamiltonian expressed in second quantized representation as,
Similarly, terms with coefficients F , γ O and R(I i ) in Eq.(9) give the following contributions,
. The total Hamiltonian H takes the following form,
A convenient choice for the initial configuration for the master equation describing the stochastic particle reactions is an independent Poisson distribution at each site,
with mean initial input and output concentrationsĪ 0 andŌ 0 . Just as in quantum mechanics, Eq.(11) can be formally solved leading to,
with the initial state |ψ = eĪ
Our goal is to compute averages and correlation functions with respect to the configurational probability P ({I i }, {O i }; t), which is accomplished by means of the projection state <P| = <0|Π i e a i +b i , for which <P|0 = 1 and
The average value of an observable A({I i }, {O i }) is,
from which the statistical average of an observable can be calculated using,
We follow a well-established route in quantum many particle theory [36] , and proceed towards a field theory representation by constructing a path integral equivalent of the time dependent Schrödinger equation (Eq. (11)) based on coherent states [37] . These are defined as right eigenstates of the annihilation operators, a i |α i = α i |α i and a i |β i = β i |β i , with complex eigenvalues α i and β i . The coherent states satisfy |α i = exp(
, and the completeness relation
After splitting the temporal evolution (Eq. (11)) into infinitesimal increments, inserting the completeness relation at each time step, and with additional manipulations leads to an expression for the configurational average,
The exponential statistical weight is determined by the action,
Finally, by taking the continuum limit using
value is represented by a functional integral,
with an effective action
In the Hamiltonian (Eq. (14)), a † and b † are replaced by the field variables φ * and ψ * , respectively. Similarly, a and b operators become φ and ψ respectively.
The action in Eq. (22) encodes the stochastic master equation kinetics through four independent fields (ψ * , φ * , ψ, φ). With this formulation, an immediate connection can be made to the response functional formulation using the Janssen -De Dominicis formalism for Langevin equations [38, 39] . In this approach, the response field enters at most quadratically in the pseudo-Hamiltonian, which may be interpreted as averaging over Gaussian white noise. With this in mind, we apply the non-linear Cole-Hopf transformation [40, 41] , in order to obtain quadratic terms in auxiliary fields, φ * = eφ
to the action in Eq. (22) . The Jacobian for this variable transformation is unity, and the local particle densities are φ * φ = φ I and ψ * ψ = ψ O . We obtain the following Hamiltonian,
In the above equation, the exponential term has been expanded to second order. The rate equations are obtained through δS/δψ |ψ =0 = 0 and δS/δφ |φ =0 = 0. The terms quadratic in the auxiliary fields (ψ andφ) encapsulate the second moment of the Gaussian white noise with zero mean.
In order to obtain fluctuation corrections needed to calculate minimum error in signal transduction, we write the action in terms of fluctuating fields,
where we have expanded R(φ I ) in a Taylor series,
with constant c n . Note this expansion differs from the one used in Eq.(6). The coefficients 
In order to compute the correlation function involving response fields, it is useful to introduce the generating functional,
where α represents the set {φ I , ψ O }, for which the required correlation functions are obtained via functional derivatives of Z with respect to the appropriate source fields.
The procedure is readily implemented for the Gaussian theory with statistical weight
. In Fourier space, we can write the harmonic function as,
with the Hermitian coupling, a (4,4) matrix M(w). With the aid of Gaussian integrals, we obtain,
From Eq. (30), we now directly infer the matrix of two point correlation functions in the Gaussian ensemble with the inverse of harmonic coupling matrix M.
APPLICATIONS:
As a first application we apply the field-theoretic formalism to the push-pull network, which can be exactly solved for the error (Eq. (5)). In the process we illustrate the way the diagrammatic expansion works in the context of signaling networks, making it possible to apply the theory to more complicated systems.
A. Push-Pull network: The calculation of the error (Eq. (5)) in terms of the control variable (the average number of phosphatase molecules per cell (P )) requires the correlation functions δOδI , δO 2 and δI 2 . These can be expressed in terms of the matrix elements of (M −1 ) mn (Eq. (29)). Subscripts m and n represent the m th row and n th column, respectively.
For example, (M −1 ) 33 is the correlation function δφ I (−w)δφ I (w) . Similarly we can obtain other correlation functions. Now we can compute, power spectra for the input and output molecules by evaluating the correlation functions of kinase and substrate populations by using Eq. (30) . We use perturbation theory for the action corresponding to the push-pull network to compute the non-linear contribution to the correlation function.
We obtain the following expressions for the power spectra,
The · · · 0 is taken with respect to the non-interacting theory (S int [Ψ, Ψ] = 0 in Eq. (26)).
Using these functions, the error (E) and gain (G) are given by,
By inserting the expressions for the correlation functions in Eq. (31) into Eq. (32), and integrating over w, we obtain the minimum relative error for the linear push-pull network,
Higher order corrections to the power spectra δψ O (−w)δψ O (w) are calculated using perturbation theory by evaluating the Feynman diagrams (Fig.(2) ),
For example, the second order contribution to the δψ O (−w)δψ O (w) arising from the loop
(see Appendix A for details). The coefficient Ω By evaluating all the diagrams in Fig.(2) , we obtain the final expression for the relative error,
, with Ω 1 = σ 1 .
The form of the result in Eq. (35) coincides with the exact expression (Eq. (7)) for the relative error previously obtained [18] by using an entirely different approach based on umbral calculus. However, the coefficients Ω n are expressed in terms of the coefficients c n used in the series for R(I) (Eq.(25)) rather than σ n . The two kinds of coefficients are non-trivially related through,
where S pq are Stirling's numbers of second kind. For all n, the leading order term c 2 n n! 2 of Ω n is the same as the leading order term of σ n .
The sum within the bracket in Eq. (35) is composed of non-negative terms. The minimal sum E is obtained by setting Ω n = 0 for all n ≥ 2. Thus, E is bounded from below by
. The term on the right hand side is minimized with respect to γ o when γ o = γ I 1 +Λ, withΛ =Īσ 2 1 /σ 0 γ I . At the optimal γ O , the equality becomes E = 2/(1+ 1 +Λ) ≡ E opt . As σ 1 increases,Λ becomes large which is desirable for high fidelity signal transduction. As long as R(I) is approximately linear in the vicinity of I, the corrections σ n (or Ω n ) for n > 2 are negligible, and E is close to E opt . The coefficients σ n for n > 2 must be non-negligible when σ 1 is sufficiently large. Such a highly sigmoidal input-output response, known as ultra-sensitivity [1] , is biologically realizable in certain regimes of signaling cascades. In the limit of a nearly step-like response, non-linearity in R(I) becomes appreciable aroundĪ, distorting the output signal and leading to E that is larger than E opt . Because E increases withΛ in this limit, the benefits of ultra-sensitivity vanish.
B. Signaling Cascades:
A natural extension is to consider a cascade created by an array of connected push-pull networks. Indeed, in some biological signaling pathways external perturbation is transmitted through a cascade of reactions involving successive activation by kinases and deactivation by phosphatases. An example is the stimulation of a receptor tyrosin kinase by epidermal growth factor, which results in downstream responses of the MAPK network [27, 42] .
Because sections B, C and D are related, we explain briefly the results in order to ensure that the relationship between these sections are clear. In this section we describe the two cascade network using the field theory framework, and the coarse-graining procedure needed for obtaining an analytic expression for optimal error. In section C, we show that the two cascade network behaves as noise filter with a time delay, α −1 . By mapping the cascade to a push-pull network with an intermediate, we show in section D that α can be exactly calculated. Thus, the results in the three sections provide an analytic theory for optimal signaling in the two cascade network.
Consider a two step series enzymatic cascade (Fig.(3) ) modeled as a sequence of two enzymatic push-pull loops stimulated by an upstream enzyme. In the first loop, an upstream enzyme, K phosphorylates the substrate, S, to produce S * , converting it from an inactive to active state. Phosphatase (P ) dephosphorylates S * to an inactive state S. In the second loop, S * acts as the enzyme for the phosphorylation of T and P , the corresponding phosphatases.
The series of chemical reactions involved in this cascade are,
where S K , S * P , S * T and T * P are the reaction intermediates, and k ib , k i u, k ir , ρ ib , ρ i u and ρ ir , i = 1, 2, are the rate constants of the stochastic biochemical reactions in the cascade. The input signal K + S K is transduced into the active substrate output T * + T * P . In an insightful article [42] For the network in Fig.(3) , the procedure outlined earlier leads to a Schrödinger-like equation with the following Hamiltonian,
We can approximately map the two-step cascade into a two-species coarse-grained network, which acts like a noise filter, as described in detail in Ref. [18] . Consider a signaling pathway (Fig.(1) ) with time varying input I(t) and time varying output O(t). These are the total populations (free and bound) of the input and output active kinases, with I = K + S K and O = T * + T * P . The upstream pathway provides an effective production rate F of input I, while the output O results from the reaction I
R(I)
−−→ I + O. As before, γ I and γ O are the degradation rates for the input and output respectively, mimicking the role of phosphatase.
The input and output correlation functions, evaluated using the field theory formalism, have the approximate structure,
where we have used a linear approximation for R(I) ≈ R 0Ī + R 1 (I −Ī) with R 0 , R 1 0.
Optimality is achieved when
). Relative error with the minimum E W K = 2/(1 + √ 1 + Λ). As before, the fidelity between output and input is controlled by single dimensionless control parameter Λ = (R 1 /γ I )(R 1 /R 0 ) 2 . This mapping allows us to use the general WK result for gain (G) and the minimum relative error (E W K ) to predict the optimality condition, allowing us to calculate the minimum possible value of E. The results for the error in terms of the mean number of phosphatase are given by the red lines in Fig.(4) .
In order to test the accuracy of our theory we simulated the dynamics of the enzymatic cascade using the KMC method. The relative error E shown in Fig.(4) is in excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions. Interestingly, E achieves a minimum atP = 10 5 molecules/cell, which is ten times larger than the phosphatase concentration in the one step enzymatic push-pull loop using similar parameters. Fig.(4) shows that there is a well defined narrow range of phosphatase population in which the error is minimum. The range decreases as Λ decreases (Fig.(4) ). The minimum value for the relative error does not reach the value predicted by the WK limit (Eq. (5)). As we show below, the additional error arises from an effective time delay as the signal passes from one cascade to another. We also demonstrate that the time delay can alternatively be mimicked by reducing the two cascade system to a coarse-grained pathway with an intermediate (Fig.(3b) ).
C. Noise filtering with time delay:
In order to prove that the two-cascade loop effectively acts like a noise filter with time delay, we derive the condition for minimum error for the latter following the Bode-Shannon formulation of the WK theory [11] . In this scenario, the transmitted signal can only be recovered after a constant delay, α. The output O(t) is produced by convolving the corrupted signal (input GI(t)+ noise n(t)) with a causal filter H(t). In Fourier space, we obtain,
where x(w) = ∞ −∞ dw x(t)e −iwt for the time series x(t). The relative error is given by [11] ,
where P I (w) and P n (w) are the power spectral densities (PSDs) of GI(t) and n(t) respectively. We need to minimize E in Eq. (41) over all possible H(w), with the condition that H(t) = 0 for t < α. The optimal causal filter has the following form [9, 11, 22] ,
The y super and subscript refer to two different decompositions in the frequency domain.
Causality can be enforced by noting the following conditions: (i) Any physical PSD, in this case P c (w) corresponding to the corrupted signal c(t) = GI(t) + n(t), can be written as , we obtain the following optimal filter H W K (w),
In the limit α γ −1 I , the optimal error E W K takes the following form [22] , (Fig.(3a) ) can be mapped onto the three-species pathway (Fig.(3b) ). This involves identifying the population S * +S * P = M as a "pseudo" intermediate, with an effective degradation γ M . The mapping can be carried out by comparing PSDs between the two models. For the three-species network these are given by,
Now, the PSDs for signaling cascade calculated from Doi-Peliti formalism are given by
where the w-independent parameters n δI,i , n δO,i , d δI,i and d δO,i are related to the rate coefficients in the cascade reactions (Eq. (37) 
. The time delay parameter α = γ −1 M in the signaling cascade. With this identification for α we have a complete theory for E, with no adjustable parameter, as a function of the control parameter, the mean phosphatase levels.
It is tempting to speculate that a multiple (> 2) step cascade might also be mathematically equivalent to a network with a single pseudo intermediate.
E. Enzymatic Push-Pull Loop:
In considering the cascade model, we focused on the case where fluctuations around mean populations levels were small enough that the linear approximation is valid. To study the effects of non-linearity, we will look at a simpler system (one stage of the cascade) but without any constraints on the size of the fluctuations. A microscopic model for the enzymatic push-pull network is shown in Fig.(5) . The upstream enzyme, K phosphorylates a substrate S to S * , thereby converting it from an inactive to an active state. The effective production rate in the upstream pathway for enzyme K is F . The degradation rate for K is γ K . The enzyme is either free (K) or bound to substrate (S K ). The input I is the total enzyme population I = K + S K . Phosphatase, P , on the other hand dephosphorylates the active substrate S * to an inactive state S. The output of the two phosphorylation cycle is O = S * + S * P . The biochemical reactions for the enzymatic network with the corresponding rate constants are,
In the stochastic chemical reactions that govern the phosphorylation/dephosphorylation steps, the input signal I = K + S K is transduced into the active substrate output S * + S * P . To derive the conditions for optimality, we follow the procedure outlined in the previous section. Starting from the master equation, we can derive a Schrödinger-like equation with the following Hamiltonian,
The field variablesφ are associated with creation operators of corresponding population.
Similarly φ correspond to annihilation operators. After using coherent-state path integral formalism, we arrive at the expression for the action corresponding to the enzymatic pushpull loop from which we calculate the power spectra for the input and output.
As in the signaling cascade network described in the previous section, we approximately map the complete enzymatic network into a noise filter [18] . The input and output correla- 
ρ r = 0.3 using KMC simulations. The relative error for Λ = 100 is shown in purple line in Fig.(7) . The blue line, calculated from linear theory predictions, deviates substantially from simulations (purple line in Fig.(7) ). To improve the predictions of the theory we calculated second order corrections to E. The result, displayed as green curve in Fig.(7) ), shows that there is improved agreement between theory and simulations. The non-linear corrections, which are substantial, brings the theoretical predictions closer to the simulation results, especially near the values ofS for which the error is a minimum (Fig.(7) )). We suspect that higher order perturbative corrections will further improve the results based on the following observation. We fit the dependance of the error for (S > 1600) using the function,
, where a, b and c are constants andS is the value ofS at which E(S min ) = a is a minimum. The functional form of E(S) is the same for the exact simulation results, and the predictions of the linear and non-linear theory except the coefficients a, b and c are different. We, therefore, surmise that higher order terms merely renormalize the coefficients, keeping unaltered the form of relative error. Consequently, we conclude that improved estimates of a, b, c from third and higher order contributions should produce predictions in better agreement with simulation.
CONCLUDING REMARKS:
In order to assess the accuracy of signal transmission, using the mean square of the error between input and output as a fidelity measure, we have developed a field theoretic formulation that allows us to predict conditions for optimal information transfer for an arbitrary stochastic chemical reaction network. The starting point is the classical master equation for interacting particle systems, which is mapped to a non-Hermitian 'quantum' many-body Hamiltonian dynamics. Finally, the coherent-state path integral representation is utilized to arrive at a continuum field theory description that faithfully incorporates the intrinsic reaction noise and discreteness of the original stochastic processes. The formulation allows us to use standard field theory methods to compute the relative error in the information transfer using perturbation theory to all orders in non-linearity. This approach leads to an analytical expression for the minimum relative error in signal transduction. The usefulness of the general field theory formulation is illustrated through signaling networks of increasing complexity.
Detailed study of an enzymatic push pull loop, the basic unit involved in complex signaling pathways, show that it behaves like an optimal linear WK noise filter, as previously established using entirely different methods [18] . In this particular case, the joint probability P (δI, δO) is approximately bivariate Gaussian, which means the error E is also directly related to the mutual information M in bits between δI and δO as E = 2 −2M [22] .
The two-stage enzymatic cascade behaves as an optimal filter without achieving the minimum predicted by the WK theory. We attribute the deviation to the time delayed response Here, we illustrate the calculation of E arising from perturbation expansion of the field theory for the push-pull network with non-linearity explained in the text. To second order the diagram needed to compute E is,
In the first line of the above equation, we perform the complex integration in the upper half plane by evaluating the residues at poles w 1 = iγ I and w 1 = w + iγ I , respectively. Similarly, in the second line we calculate the residues at poles w = iγ O and w = 2iγ I .
The coefficient, Ω We give the form of the action here for the enzymatic push-pull network for which the chemical reaction scheme is given in Eq.(48). Despite the complexity, the action can be manipulated using Mathematica in order to obtain general expression for the error. to produce the active form S * . Phosphatase (P ) reverts it to the original form through dephosphorylation. S K and S * P represent the substrate in the complex with kinase and phosphatase, respectively. Binding, unbinding and the reaction rate constants are shown with arrows.
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